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Both ambient and laboratory-generated particles can have a surface composition different from the bulk, but there are currently few analytical techniques available to probe these differences. Easy ambient sonic-spray ionization mass spectrometry (EASI-MS) was applied to solid, laboratory-generated particles with core–shell morphologies formed from a variety of dicarboxylic acids. The soft ionization facilitated parent peak detection for the two compounds, from which the depth probed could be determined from the relative signal intensities. Two different configurations of a custom-made nebulizer are reported that yield different probe depths. In the “orthogonal mode,” with the nebulizer ~10 centimeters away from the particle stream and at a 90° angle to the MS inlet, evaporation of the nebulizer droplets forms ions before interaction with the particles. The probe depth for orthogonal mode EASI-MS is shown to be 2–4 nm in these particle systems. In the “droplet mode”, the nebulizer and particle streams are in close proximity to each other and the MS inlet so that the particles interact with charged liquid droplets. This configuration resulted in full dissolution of the particles and gives particle composition similar to that from collection on filters and extraction of the particles (bulk). These studies establish that EASI-MS is a promising technique for probing the chemical structures of inhomogeneous airborne organic particles.

Introduction

A major focus of atmospheric chemistry research is the formation, growth, composition and properties of secondary organic aerosol particles (SOA).1–4 These particles are formed in air from the gas-phase oxidation of larger organic compounds such as monoterpenes and sesquiterpenes. A number of analytical approaches have been used to examine their composition both in laboratory studies and in field measurements such as collection on filters or impactors with subsequent analysis by chromatographic methods coupled with mass spectrometry.5–9 Particle mass spectrometry techniques10–13 using thermal desorption18–21 or laser ablation22–27 have been applied to particles on-the-fly, with no need for collection or other sample preparation. While these have provided a wealth of data, they generally give information only on bulk particle composition, often without molecular speciation. In a few selected cases, depth profiling has been possible to distinguish the surface from the bulk.28–32

Probing such heterogeneity is important for understanding gas–particle interactions that determine particle growth and heterogeneous chemistry. For purely organic particles formed from the oxidation of gas-phase precursors, the general assumption has been that they are homogeneous mixtures. However, there are few definitive data to support this, and some reasons to expect it may not always be the case. For example, there is evidence that nucleation to form new particles during oxidation of gas phase organic compounds involves extremely low volatility organic compounds (ELVOC),33–35 and that subsequent growth of the core involves uptake of relatively more volatile reaction products.36–39 For particles of high viscosity40–48 where diffusion is slow,49–52 this heterogeneity may be preserved.52 Reorganization of surface layers may also occur to minimize surface free energy, resulting in a surface that differs from the bulk. The nature of this surface, e.g. the polarity and presence of hydrogen bonding moieties, will determine growth and ability to take up water and ultimately act as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN).3,55–56 Additionally, the surface composition of ambient particles will play a role in their interactions with biological surfaces, such as the respiratory system, skin, and other membranes.57–59

The development and application of ambient ionization mass spectrometry techniques has increased dramatically in the last decade,60–71 providing rapid, real-time information on composition without the need for extensive sample preparation. Such techniques have been applied to a wide variety of samples, including pharmaceuticals, foods, fuels, cosmetics, and perfumes, and their use in forensic analysis of samples as disparate as wood and paper currency has proven very useful.71
They have also been used to follow reactions in solutions on surfaces in real time. A number of these ionization techniques, including ASAP (atmospheric solids analysis probe), DART (direct analysis in real time), DESI (desorption electrospray ionization) and EESI (extractive electro spray ionization) have been applied to atmospheric particles and model systems. However, it is not always clear how much of the particle is being probed, which may depend not only on the technique but also on the nature of the particles and the specific experimental conditions used.

An ambient ionization technique based on sonic spray ionization (SSI) has found increasing use. Easy ambient sonic-spray ionization mass spectrometry (EASI-MS) forms ions from a solvent stream that is mechanically disturbed using a flow of N2 at supersonic speeds. This disruption forms droplets with uneven distributions of positive and negative charges which can then be transferred to an analyte. No external energy such as voltage or heating is required. As a result, there is essentially no background signal or reactions of the analyte occurring in the source as is the case for some of the other ambient ionization techniques.

We report here the application of EASI-MS to a stream of airborne organic particles generated in a core–shell structure with a core of one compound and a shell of a different compound of known thickness. The EASI-MS signatures of the two compounds as a function of the shell-to-core ratio compared to those from bulk analysis of the particles provides insight into how deeply EASI-MS probes into such particles. Malonic acid coatings on cores of succinic, glutaric, and pimelic acids were studied. Dicarboxylic acids have been identified in a variety of urban, rural, remote, and marine locations. They are present in both primary particles, such as combustion emissions, and secondary particles formed during VOC oxidation in air and hence their measurement in surface and bulk is of great interest.

Experimental methods

As described in detail below, poly- or monodisperse core particles were generated by atomization of a dicarboxylic acid solution, diffusion dried, and either left uncoated or coated with a second diacid before characterization by size and number. Particles were then directed to the EASI nebulizer and mass spectrometer for analysis. For comparison, in separate experiments, bulk analysis was performed on filter-collected particles dissolved in the EASI solvent.

Solvent spray ionization nebulizer

Fig. 1 shows a schematic of the nebulizer used to carry out EASI-MS studies as well as a photograph of the tip. It is custom-made from borosilicate glass and is similar to that used by Antonakis et al. The body consists of two concentric glass tubes for introduction of a solvent through the center tube and sheath gas flow through the outer tube. The mechanical action of the sheath gas flow approaching sonic velocities generates excess charges on droplets and transfers them to the gas phase, a phenomenon that generally occurs in devices used to generate particles by spraying solutions through small orifices, such as atomizers.

The dimensions at the tip of the nebulizer combined with the sheath air volumetric flow rate of 8.0 L min^−1, with a pressure of 17 psi on the nebulizer, result in a linear velocity of approximately 100 m s^−1. In initial studies, the nebulizer was manually positioned 1–10 cm from the inlet of the mass spectrometer. While different flow rates and pressures have been used with similar nebulizers, the flow rate was chosen here to generate sufficient signal from solvent ions at these initial positions while using convenient flows of the available sheath gas. Ultimately, two nebulizer positions were chosen for further studies, as described below.

Solvent was introduced into the nebulizer through Teflon fittings adapted from the 1/4 in. end of the nebulizer to 1/16 in. Teflon tubing. The Teflon tubing was coupled to a syringe needle with a PEEK union and a tubing sleeve. Solvent was continuously added to the nebulizer using a syringe pump (New Era Pump Systems, Inc., model NE-1000). The solvent was a 1:1 methanol : water mixture with 0.2% (v/v) formic acid. Methanol (EMD Millipore Corp., LC-MS grade, 99.9%) and formic acid (Fisher, 88%) were used as received. A water purifier provided Nanopure water (Barnstead, Nanopure, 18.2 MΩ cm). Sheath air was obtained from a purge gas generator (Parker-Balston, model 75-62).

Ion signals were detected with a triple quadrupole mass spectrometer (Waters, Xevo TQ-S) with a 1/4 in. ceramic tube inlet that is typically used with a direct analysis in real time-MS ionization source (DART SVP, IonSense), which includes a short metal elbow (Vapour® Interface) between the ceramic inlet to the MS cone (Fig. 2). To use the nebulizer for ion generation, the DART probe was removed but the ceramic inlet and metal elbow remained in place. No voltage or heat was applied to the nebulizer, solvent, or sample in any experiments.

Two configurations between the nebulizer and MS inlet were chosen for these studies, as shown in Fig. 2. In the first, the “orthogonal mode,” the nebulizer was placed at a 90° angle to the inlet at a distance of 10 cm with a solvent flow of 1.0 mL h^−1. This arrangement allowed solvent droplets time to evaporate before reaching the inlet. In the second configuration, the “droplet mode,” the nebulizer was 3 cm from the MS inlet at an angle of 45° with a solvent flow of 6.0 mL h^−1. In both cases, a sheath air flow of 8.0 L min^−1 was used. For some experiments in the orthogonal mode, a stainless-steel Swagelok® tee was connected to the ceramic MS inlet to loosely hold the sample tubing in place.

EASI-MS mass spectrometry of particles

Particles containing a dicarboxylic acid core and a different diacid coating of variable thicknesses were generated to probe the depth from the surface which could be detected by EASI-MS. EASI mass spectra of bare and coated particles, in both droplet and orthogonal modes, were collected by positioning the end of the aerosol sample tubing approximately 1–2 cm from the MS inlet for 30 s to 2 min. Spectra were collected in the range m/z 71,90,98,114.
25–400 in negative ion mode. Vapors were removed from the sample by flowing the aerosol stream through a charcoal denuder before intersecting the nebulizer stream. The denuder was regenerated before each experiment by flowing N₂ through while heating for 1–2 h and cooling under N₂ flow. Spectral subtractions were not carried out for orthogonal mode spectra since little to no solvent ion signal is generated in this position.

Raw peak intensities from orthogonal mode EASI-MS spectra were used to obtain ratios of surface to core. In the droplet mode, particles could dissolve in the charged droplets before being ionized, similar to electrospray ionization. Because of the close proximity of the solvent spray to the MS inlet, the tip of the sample tubing often collected solvent droplets and thus there was a significant contribution of the
solvent to background spectra. The spectrum from the solvent spray, collected just before each particle sample and averaged over the same duration as the particle sample (30 s to 2 min), was subtracted from the sample signal for droplet mode spectra. Solvent-subtracted peak heights from $[M - H]^{-}$ ions associated with the core and coating materials were plotted as a function of coating temperature. In the orthogonal mode, the sample tubing remained dry.

EASI-MS signals generated from monodisperse particles were much smaller due to lower particle number and mass concentrations. Multiple reaction monitoring (MRM, both quadrupoles at fixed $m/z$) methods were utilized in monodisperse particle experiments to measure the diacids. Fragmentation of $[M - H]^{-}$ parent ions to $[M-H-CO_2]^{-}$ daughter ions with a collision energy of 10-11 V were measured using the following transitions: $m/z$ 89 > 45 for oxalic acid, $m/z$ 103 > 59 for malonic acid, $m/z$ 117 > 73 for succinic acid, and $m/z$ 131 > 87 for glutaric acid. For pimelic acid, two transitions, $m/z$ 159 > 115 (loss of CO$_2$) and $m/z$ 159 > 97 (loss of both CO$_2$ and H$_2$O), were summed to increase MS sensitivity since for diacids $C_6$, loss of CO$_2$ becomes weak and loss of H$_2$O becomes dominant. Raw MRM signals from the core and coating material, and their ratios, were plotted as a function of coating temperature.

**Generation of coated particles**

Coated particles were generated using the flow systems shown in Fig. 3. Aqueous solutions of 10-50 mM of the dicarboxylic acid selected as the core were atomized with a constant output atomizer (TSI, model 3076) at 34 psi. The flow exiting the atomizer at 1.9 L min$^{-1}$ passed through two successive diffusion dryers filled with desiccant (that was dried before each experiment). Size distributions of uncoated, polydisperse particles were measured after flowing through the top of the coating assembly with the coating reservoir closed. Core particle size distributions were measured with a scanning mobility particle sizer (SMPS) consisting of an electrostatic classifier (TSI, model 3080) with a long differential mobility analyzer (DMA-1, TSI, model 3081) and a condensation particle counter (CPC, TSI, model 3776). Measurements were performed at stable particle concentrations, typically $(1-3) \times 10^6$ cm$^{-3}$ of core particles. Core particles were generated from succinic acid (SA, the $C_4$ diacid), glutaric acid (GA, the $C_5$ diacid) and pimelic acid (PA, the $C_7$ diacid). Malonic acid (MA, the $C_3$ diacid) and oxalic acid (OA, the $C_2$ diacid) were used as coatings. All diacids were used as received from Sigma-Aldrich (OA, 98%; MA, Reagent-Plus 99%; SA, BioXtra 99.0%; GA, 99%; PA, 98%). Adipic acid (Sigma-Aldrich, BioXtra 99.5%) was used for SMPS calibrations.

While sampling bare particles, the coating reservoir was kept closed as 0.6–0.8 L min$^{-1}$ air flowed through the reservoir to the exhaust to maintain a steady-state concentration of coating vapor. Coating was initiated by opening the coating reservoir containing the second diacid to redirect this air flow up into the top of the “T” assembly, giving a total flow of 2.5–2.7 L min$^{-1}$ of core particles plus coating vapor in air exiting the coater. The temperature of the reservoir was controlled with heating tape and a variable transformer. Reservoir temperature was measured with a thermocouple (Omega, type K) mounted under
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**Fig. 3** Schematic of the flow systems for generating (a) polydisperse, coated particles, or (b) monodisperse, coated particles.
the heating tape on the outside of the glass reservoir. Note that the temperature of aerosol exiting the coater was significantly lower than the heated reservoir, ≈6 °C above room temperature. Diameter increases were not detectable during polydisperse particle coating, likely because of the breadth of the size distributions (typical geometric standard deviations of 2.1; see ESI, Fig. S1†), which was not sufficient to capture the change due to relatively thin coatings.

Monodisperse core particles were generated by setting DMA-1 to a constant voltage for selected particle diameters. SMPS-1 was calibrated using the method of Kidd et al. (2014)† at 0.3 L min⁻¹ sample flow and 3.0 L min⁻¹ sheath flow. In the diameter range 180 nm > d > 300 nm, measurements were within ±1% of the reported diameters for carboxylate modified latex spheres (CMLS, Life Technologies, Grand Island, NY). For 110 nm CMLs, this SMPS measured diameters that were systematically ~10% larger than selected, therefore most monodisperse particle experiments were carried out with larger selected diameters.

Upon exiting DMA-1, monodisperse core particles were coated by flowing through the T coating assembly (Fig. 3b). Flow through DMA-1 was restricted to 0.8–1.3 L min⁻¹ to keep a flow rate ratio of sheath air to aerosol of ~3-4 : 1. Higher ratios resulted in narrower distributions but significant particle dilution. The flow of bare or coated monodisperse particles was directed to a second SMPS (SMPS-2, TSI, electrostatic classifier model 3080, DMA model 3081, CPC model 3775) which sampled at 0.3 L min⁻¹ (sheath flow rate = 3.0 L min⁻¹), while the remaining flow was exhausted. SMPS-2 was also calibrated** and exhibited uncertainties of ±5% in the diameter range 110 nm > d > 300 nm.

An aerodynamic aerosol classifier (AAC, Cambustion, Ltd., Cambridge, UK) was also used for a limited number of diameter measurements for bare and coated particles. As discussed in the ESI, AAC measurements provided evidence that glutaric acid particles underwent some evaporation during measurements by SMPS, which was partly alleviated during measurement by AAC due to its shorter measurement residence times.

The possibility of self-nucleation of the vapors of the coating compound to form new particles during heating was investigated by directing a portion of the flow from the heated reservoir, which was closed off from the core particles, to the SMPS. For MA, reservoir temperatures >122 °C induced self-nucleation to give particles with diameters of ≈50 nm (e.g. 115 particles per cm³ at a reservoir temperature of 125 °C). The small diameters of these self-nucleated particles resulted in number (and mass) concentrations much less than that of size-selected coated particles (100 nm or 250 nm, (1–10) × 10⁸ cm⁻³) or polydisperse coated particles (~100 nm geometric mean diameters, (1–3) × 10⁸ cm⁻³). Nonetheless, to avoid self-nucleation, all MA coating experiments were carried out at MA reservoir temperatures <119 °C. For OA, self-nucleation began at 93 °C and generated ~30 nm particles, thus coating experiments were limited to reservoir temperatures <89 °C.

**Bulk composition analysis of coated particles with EASI-MS**

Impaction of uncoated and coated particle samples was performed by flowing the particles through a charcoal denuder and onto Teflon filters (Fluoropore™ Membrane Filters, PTFE, 0.45 μm) with the aid of a pump (SKC, Inc., Leland Legacy) to ensure constant flow through the filter. Particle collection time varied from 15 min (for polydisperse samples) to 6 hours (for 100 nm monodisperse samples). Each filter was sonicated for 5 min with 10–20 mL of 1 : 1 methanol : water in an amber bottle, and formic acid was added to 0.2% after sonication. The solution was then placed in the nebulizer with the syringe pump and analyzed at a 3 cm distance (as in droplet mode) from the inlet. EASI-MS mass spectra collected for impacted particles reflect the bulk composition of the particles since the entire particle core and coating is dissolved in the solvent. The ratio of signal intensities from this bulk analysis was compared to ratios found for the separate particle stream of coated particles in droplet and orthogonal modes to determine the probe depth of each method.

**Results and discussion**

EASI-MS ion intensities were first measured in the absence of samples to examine the signal associated with the solvent as a function of distance between the nebulizer tip and the MS inlet. Typical solvent peaks were observed in positive ion mode at m/z 33 and 65 from [M + H]⁺ and [2M + H]⁺ ions of methanol and in negative ion mode at m/z 45 and 91 from [M − H]⁻ and [2M − H]⁻ ions of formic acid. Fig. 4 shows the decrease in solvent peak intensity as a function of distance in both negative (Fig. 4a and c) and positive ion mode (Fig. 4b and d). No solvent peaks were observed when the nebulizer was placed at a 90° angle to the inlet and a distance of 10 cm with the solvent flow decreased to 1.0 mL h⁻¹ (orthogonal mode). Fig. 4e shows that introduction of a sample flow of dry polydisperse glutaric acid (GA) particles resulted in [GA−H]⁻ peak detection in both the droplet mode and the orthogonal mode, with smaller intensities in the latter case. This suggests that increasing the distance of the nebulizer from the inlet allows solvent droplets enough time to evaporate, but still generates sufficient ions to interact with the solid GA particles.

**Polydisperse glutaric acid (C₅ diacid) particles coated with malonic acid (C₃ diacid)**

The surface probe depth capability of this technique was investigated by coating polydisperse GA particles with MA. Fig. 5a shows EASI-MS spectra collected in orthogonal mode as a function of increasing MA temperature in the coating reservoir. As the coating temperature increased, increased intensities for MA were observed and the GA signal decreased. This trend is shown in Fig. 5b, and suggests that EASI ions interact with and eject species preferentially from the particle surface.

The peak intensity ratio of MA coating to GA core was calculated as an indication of the surface sensitivity of the technique and is shown in Fig. 6a as a function of MA coating temperature. Since particles flowed through a charcoal denuder to remove vapor phase contributions, these ratios represent the signal detected from the particle surface relative to its bulk. There is some variability in the signal intensities at each temperature (Fig. 5b) due to changes in sample tubing.
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placement between measurements as well as variability in the particle concentrations that are sampled by the mass spectrometer. The ratio of coating to core eliminates much of this variability and shows an increasing trend in the amount of MA coating detected relative to the GA core as the MA temperature and particle coating thickness increase. For comparison, the ratios of MA to GA from bulk analysis of particles collected on a filter and extracted into solution are also shown in Fig. 6a at three coating temperatures (blue triangles). The higher MA/GA ratios observed from orthogonal nebulizer particle sampling relative to those from the bulk analysis (extracted and fully dissolved particles) indicate that orthogonal EASI-MS probes less of the GA in the particle core. Additionally, once a coating temperature of 116 °C was reached during this experiment, the MA coater was closed and an orthogonal EASI-MS spectrum was taken of the bare GA particles at room temperature without the charcoal denuder (Fig. 6a, open circle). The low MA/GA ratio of this data point shows that there was very little MA detected either in (a) the particle phase, since these particles were intended to be bare GA, or in (b) the vapor phase that could be present from MA taken up on the sample tubing and subsequently desorbing as the flow of uncoated GA particles passed through it. These results suggest that EASI-MS in orthogonal mode provides a surface sensitive method for particle analysis.

Similar experiments were carried out on these MA-coated polydisperse GA particles using the nebulizer in droplet mode, in which visibly larger solvent droplets interact directly with the particle stream and the nebulizer is much closer to the MS inlet. Fig. 6b shows the droplet mode ratios of MA coating to GA core observed as a function of MA temperature. EASI-MS spectra are provided in the ESI (Fig. S2†). Ratios for the same bulk analysis from Fig. 6a are also included in Fig. 6b for comparison. The similarity of the ratios obtained in droplet mode to those from the bulk analysis suggests that the droplet mode allows complete dissolution of the particles. This is not surprising since, as noted in the Experimental section, the tip of the particle sample tubing often collected solvent droplets because of its proximity to the nebulizer in this mode.

Fig. 4  MS intensity as a function of increasing distance of the nebulizer from the MS inlet for (a) negative ion mode [HCOOH−H]− solvent peak and (b) positive ion mode solvent peaks [MeOH + H]+ and [2MeOH + H]+ and their corresponding EASI mass spectra (c, d). Different symbols represent repeated measurements with slightly different nebulizer position and error bars are 1s standard deviations from replicate measurements. The peak at m/z 130 in (d) is due to an unknown solvent contaminant. (e) Typical EASI-MS mass spectra of solid, bare glutaric acid particles in droplet (grey) and orthogonal (black) modes showing the presence and absence, respectively, of typical solvent peaks.
Bulk analysis of mixtures of malonic acid and glutaric acid in solution indicated that MA could cause ion suppression of the GA, leading to increases in the MA/GA ratio of approximately a factor of two (Fig. S3–S5†). However, MA/GA ratios obtained from the bulk analysis are still ≤0.5 for all coating thicknesses and, despite this uncertainty, are lower than those obtained with orthogonal mode (MA/GA = 1–3.5) for coated particles. The aqueous solubilities of MA and GA in water are both very high ([C24]4–5M) and similar solubilities in 1:1 methanol:water are expected. Thus, droplet mode EASI-MS can efficiently extract particles into the solvent to provide a bulk analysis, while orthogonal EASI-MS generates ion signals preferentially from particle surfaces with much less solvent interaction and a smaller probe depth.

**Monodisperse glutaric acid particles coated with malonic acid**

The probe depth of EASI-MS experiments with coated polydisperse particles is difficult to quantify because of the broad distributions of atomized GA for which diameter changes during coating were not detectable by SMPS. Therefore, experiments were carried out in which monodisperse GA particles were generated by size-selection with a DMA and then coated with MA using the coating apparatus in Fig. 8. Selective MRM methods were used in these experiments due to the lower particle number concentrations and hence smaller signals in these experiments. Raw signals of MA and GA are shown as a function of MA temperature for monodisperse 220 nm GA particles coated with MA in Fig. 7a. Similar to the coated polydisperse particles, the GA core signal decreased and the MA signal increased as the reservoir temperature increased, indicating that an increasing amount of surface MA material was detected as the particle coating became thicker. Bulk analysis was carried out in which the coated monodisperse particles were collected on a filter and extracted into solution. Fig. 7b shows both the MA/GA ratios calculated from the raw signals in Fig. 7a as well as MA/GA ratios from their bulk analysis. Again, the bulk ratios are lower than orthogonal mode analysis of the particle stream, indicating that orthogonal EASI-MS probes less GA in the particle core than is present in the whole particle, i.e., it preferentially detects the surface.

Fig. 8 shows measured size distributions of monodisperse GA particles coated with MA, in which the mode diameter increased as a function of MA reservoir temperature. As
discussed in the ESI (Fig. S6 and S7†), some particle evaporation resulted in decreases in the expected diameter of bare GA particles of 10–13% relative to the DMA-selected diameter, with larger deviations for smaller selected diameters. Despite this evaporation, bare GA particle diameters were stable and exhibited reproducible increases in diameter as a function of MA coating temperature (Fig. S8†). The largest increase in diameter measured was 54 nm, observed at a reservoir temperature of 117 °C and giving an MA coating thickness of 27 nm. Measurement of MA-coated GA particle diameters using an AAC were in good agreement, with the thickest coatings of 33–35 nm measured at 117 °C (Fig. S9†). Because the AAC measures particle aerodynamic diameters, which depend on particle densities, this coating thickness estimate is based on the particle density increasing from that of pure GA ($d_{GA} = 1.42$ g cm$^{-3}$) to a density of 1.5 g cm$^{-3}$. This density is calculated using a volume-weighted ratio of 1 : 1 MA : GA ($d_{MA} = 1.6$ g cm$^{-3}$) as indicated by SMPS measurements of coating thickness and is described in further detail in the ESI.† At these largest MA coating thicknesses estimated to be 27–35 nm, orthogonal EASI-MS spectra show very little spectral signal for the GA core (Fig. 7a).

The thinnest MA coating detectable by SMPS, approximately 4 nm in this diameter range, was detected at 90–100 °C reservoir temperature (Fig. 8 inset). As measured with orthogonal EASI-MS, the GA intensity for monodisperse 220 nm GA particles became undetectable at approximately 90–95 °C when the coating thickness was 4 nm. These measurements suggest that the probe depth of orthogonal EASI-MS is ~4 nm for the MA/GA system and is quantified further below.

A blank experiment was carried out in which the coating assembly was empty during heating and orthogonal EASI-MS measurements of the particles were made as above. Particles were again size-selected at 250 nm with DMA-1 and measured with SMPS at each temperature before EASI-MS spectra were collected. Fig. S10† demonstrates that there was no evidence of GA decomposition, increased GA evaporation, or particle aggregation as the air stream was heated for coating. Measurements of the temperature of the aerosol stream exiting the coating assembly when the reservoir temperature was 115 °C showed that the particle stream warmed only slightly to 28 °C relative to the room temperature of 22 °C.

An additional experiment was carried out in which smaller, size-selected monodisperse GA particles with 100 nm diameters were coated with MA and measured with EASI-MS in orthogonal mode. Although SMPS measurement of the bare GA particles yielded diameters of 62 nm due to evaporative loss, these diameters were stable and increases in diameter were observed as MA coating temperature was increased (Fig. S11a†). After each diameter measurement, EASI-MS spectra were collected in
which GA signals decreased and MA signals increased with MA reservoir temperature and hence thickness (Fig. S11b†). Coating thicknesses up to 22 nm and MA/GA ratios up to 35 (Fig. S11c†) were observed at 105 °C. A bulk measurement of 62 nm GA particles (also size-selected at 100 nm) coated with MA at 105 °C was made from particles collected on a filter and extracted as above. The MA/GA ratio from the bulk measurement was <1, despite possible GA suppression that could increase the MA/GA ratio, again much lower than EASI-MS orthogonal mode ratios (Fig. S11c†).

For orthogonal Mode experiments, the MA/GA ratios (~40, Fig. 7b and S11c†) at the highest reservoir temperature are much higher for both monodisperse 62 nm and 220 nm particles than for coated polydisperse particles where this ratio was ~3 (Fig. 6). One major difference is the higher particle concentrations in the polydisperse case relative to the monodisperse case. Polydisperse particles had typical surface area concentrations of $2 \times 10^{13}$ cm$^{-2}$ cm$^{-3}$. Note that multiply charged particles with the same electrical mobility are present in both mono- and polydisperse particle samples$^{12}$ and this total surface area includes these multiply charged particles. The available vapor phase concentration of MA is ~$1.3 \times 10^{11}$ molecules per cm$^3$ at 30 °C,$^{12}$ which is the approximate temperature of the aerosol stream at the exit of the coating apparatus at the highest MA coating temperatures. The number of gas phase MA (MW 104 g mol$^{-1}$) collisions with the particle surfaces available is $8.2 \times 10^{14}$ collisions per cm$^2$ per s. At a polydisperse residence time of 0.8 s in the coater and a surface area concentration of $2 \times 10^{13}$ cm$^{-2}$ cm$^{-3}$, the number of gas-surface collisions is estimated to be $1 \times 10^{12}$ per cm$^3$ of air. This is an order of magnitude greater than the concentration of MA ($\sim 1.3 \times 10^{11}$ molecules per cm$^3$) so that MA may have become depleted, leaving more GA core exposed and hence lower ratios of MA/GA, as observed for polydisperse particles. For the monodisperse particles, the number of gas–particle collisions per cm$^3$ air was at least an order of magnitude smaller, so that significant depletion of MA was less likely.

**Monodisperse succinic acid (C$_4$ diacid) particles coated with malonic acid (C$_3$ diacid)**

Similar experiments were carried out with 250 nm mono-disperse succinic acid (SA) particles coated with MA. The measured diameter of bare SA particles was 241 nm, within the uncertainty of the 250 nm selection by SMPS-2 and consistent with the lower volatility of SA.$^{12,11}$ Fig. 9a shows size distributions of uncoated and coated monodisperse SA particles, along with the polydisperse SA distribution from which they were generated. During coating, the particle mode increased from 241 nm to 259 nm as MA condensed on the monodisperse SA particles, with a maximum particle growth of 18 nm (Fig. 9a inset), equivalent to a coating thickness of 9 nm. EASI-MS MRM spectra were collected for bare and MA-coated SA particles after particle size measurements at each temperature, again using a denuder to remove coating vapors. Fig. 9b shows that the SA intensity decreased and MA intensity increased as a function of MA reservoir temperature. Ratios of MA/SA from these raw signals are shown in Fig. 9c to increase to 20–25 at 9 nm coating, again supporting preferential surface detection for these diacid core–shell particles.

The measured MA coating is thinner for this odd diacid vapor on the even SA diacid particle than coatings observed for MA on the odd diacid, GA. Alternating odd-even effects in the diacids have been observed in other systems, for example, in the uptake of amine vapors onto diacids,$^{12,111}$ and in their physical properties such as melting points,$^{12,11}$ sublimation temperatures,$^{111}$ and vapor pressures.$^{120}$ This may be related to the
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packing arrangement for even diacids, which has a more stable configuration than for the odd diacids. Odd diacid packing leads to larger spacing between the chains and increased torsional strain\textsuperscript{22} that may provide opportunities for increased uptake of other odd diacids. As in the coating of MA on GA particles, the minimum increase in coating that was detected on SA particles was 4–5 nm at a reservoir temperature of \(\sim 100 \, ^{\circ}\text{C}\), which resulted in a ratio of MA/SA of \(\sim 1\).

Monodisperse pimelic acid (C\textsubscript{7} diacid) particles coated with malonic acid (C\textsubscript{3} diacid)

EASI-MS experiments were also carried out on monodisperse pimelic acid (PA) particles coated with MA, and similar results were obtained. Coating of monodisperse PA particles with MA resulted in the mode diameter increasing from 241 nm to a maximum thickness of 300 nm, as shown in Fig. 10a, giving a maximum coating thickness of 30 nm. Fig. 10b shows the results of EASI-MS orthogonal experiments in which decreases in PA intensity and increases in MA intensity were observed as the MA reservoir temperature and hence coating increased. The resulting MA/PA ratio increased with coating thickness (Fig. 10c) as orthogonal mode EASI-MS probed the outer surface of the particles.

In these experiments on MA-coated PA particles, MA intensities reached comparable levels (i.e., \(\sim 40 \, \text{cps}\)) relative to MA-coated GA particles, indicating detection of a thick MA coating. The thick odd diacid coatings formed on both odd-carbon PA and GA diacid particles are further evidence that strained packing of the odd diacids allows for increased uptake of MA. However, Fig. 10b shows that PA intensities did not exhibit the same relative decrease as other coated particles following coating. A decrease of only \(\sim 50\%\) in the PA core signal occurred despite the thick, 30 nm MA coating detected. Furthermore, maximum MA/PA ratios of only \(\sim 3\)–6 were observed, compared to the coating/core ratios of 20–40 for the other diacid systems. The observed low MA/PA ratios may be the result of uneven particle coating, in which the PA core is still partly exposed and probed. Monodisperse PA particle size distributions were broader than other diacid particles and further broadened during coating as shown in Fig. S12.\textsuperscript{†} Such broadening indicates that a large range of coating thicknesses was generated at the highest MA coating temperatures. Additionally, MA islands on the surface may have resulted from the mismatched chain lengths of the C\textsubscript{3} and C\textsubscript{7} diacids, leaving regions of bare PA. Thus, a non-uniform coating may be responsible for the smaller coating/core ratios for MA-coated PA particles.

Monodisperse succinic acid (C\textsubscript{4} diacid) particles coated with oxalic acid (C\textsubscript{2} diacid)

As a final system, oxalic acid (OA) was chosen to coat monodisperse SA particles. Measurements by SMPS, shown in Fig. 11a, indicated that OA did not appreciably coat the 250 nm monodisperse SA particles. This is not surprising given the high vapor pressure of OA.\textsuperscript{218} If a uniform 2 nm coating was formed, resulting in a diameter increase of 4 nm, the coated particle diameter would be detected in the same SMPS diameter bin (the DMA bin width is 9 nm in this 250 nm measurement region so no change in size would be detected). Orthogonal EASI-MS measurements of the SA particles with an undetectable coating (\(\leq 2\) nm) showed that the SA intensity did not decrease with increasing reservoir temperature and very little OA was detected (after passage through the denuder to remove vapors) until the OA reservoir temperature reached 86–88 °C. Fig. 11b shows the small increases in the OA signal detected at these highest coating temperatures. Fig. 11c shows the corresponding OA/SA ratios, which are clearly much smaller than for any other systems examined here. A thin or partial coating of OA may have formed on SA particles as detected by orthogonal EASI-MS, but
since it was not detected with SMPS, the orthogonal method must have a lower limit of ≥2 nm probe depth.

**Comparison with on-line surface sensitive methods**

A few analytical methods have been demonstrated to allow surface sensitive analysis of particles in real time. For example, one useful ambient ionization technique that has allowed surface sensitive detection is DART-MS, which also requires little sample preparation. DART has been shown to have a probe depth of 1–30 nm on a variety of organic particles, depending on their phase, viscosity, and vapor pressures of the components. The use of heated gas streams in DART studies (typically 350 °C) to increase sensitivity by increasing desorption into the gas phase, can cause thermal decomposition, increased fragmentation, or chemical reactions that change the identity of the sample. While lower temperature DART measurements can be made to avoid introducing artifacts, this decreases sensitivity. In addition, OH radicals can be generated in this source and react with the analyte.

In a previous study in this laboratory, EESI-MS measurements of MA-coated polydisperse GA particles resulted in a MA/GA ratio of 1.7 at the thickest coatings. Ratios of surface/core observed with EASI-MS obtained for GA particles with the thickest MA coatings here were similar, MA/GA = 1–3.5. There are additional complexities associated with EESI-MS. For example, the voltage applied to the ESI spray capillary affects the stability of the solvent spray cone, and hence signal intensity, and may need to be varied with distance from the MS inlet. Additionally, the proximity of the EESI capillary with the sample particle flow may cause the capillary to become contaminated with sample and block or break the fragile tip. EASI-MS has a significant advantage in that no voltage is needed to generate charged droplets with a range of sizes.

A major advantage of EASI-MS is its ability to probe either the surface or the bulk of particles in real time with little to no sample preparation. This is carried out through relatively easy changes in nebulizer orientation and solvent flow rate. Probe depth is likely to depend to some degree on the ionization efficiency and instrumental sensitivity to specific compounds, and possibly the surface free energy of the particles. With the probe depths of 2–4 nm demonstrated here, the orthogonal EASI-MS method is remarkably surface sensitive for these core–shell diacid systems.

**Conclusions**

Easy ambient sonic-spray ionization mass spectrometry (EASI-MS), applied to a separate stream of solid, laboratory-generated particles, was demonstrated to be useful in two modes, providing either bulk or preferentially surface composition depending on the experimental configuration. Droplet mode EASI-MS efficiently extracts particles into the solvent to provide bulk analysis, as confirmed by comparison to analysis of the same particles collected, extracted, and analyzed by including the extract in the nebulizer solution. On the other hand, orthogonal mode EASI-MS generates ion signals preferentially from particle surfaces. Orthogonal mode EASI-MS analysis of monodisperse core–shell particles with known coating thicknesses enabled quantification of the probe depth, which is shown to be 2–4 nm. This is in contrast to the full dissolution that occurs for droplet mode and demonstrates that EASI-MS is a useful surface-sensitive technique for analysis of inhomogeneous airborne particles.

Probe depths of a few nm are desirable for studies of laboratory-generated and ambient organic particles, since there is increasing evidence of surface composition that differs from the composition that nucleates the particles. Knowledge of the difference between surface and bulk composition of ambient and laboratory-generated particles is central in...
understanding their growth, CCN activity, heterogeneous chemistry, and interactions with biological surfaces leading to health effects.
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